
   

 Meeting Summary 
 

Date:  October 29, 2020 

Time:  9:00 AM-10:30 AM 

Location: Zoom Conference Call 

Meeting: Stakeholder Committee Meeting #2 

Existing Conditions Assessment, Understanding Future Changes, Confirm Goals 

Attendees: Dakin Schultz (Iowa DOT); Ragen Cote (Downtown Partners); Monette Harbeck, 

Angela Drent (Siouxland District Health Department); Brian Fahrendholz (Sioux 

City School District); Ann Brodersen (Seniors Advisory); Bob DeSmidt (Active 

Transportation); Jeff Lamoreux (Mercy Health); David Carney (City of Sioux City); 

Alejandra Quintana, Erin Berzina, Hannah Neel (SIMPCO); Leif Garnass, Bill Troe, 

Joni Giese, Eavan Moore (SRF); Marty Shukert, Charlie Cowell (RDG) 

 

Purpose of Meeting: 

The purpose of the meeting was to report on the existing conditions assessment conducted by 

SRF and RDG and to seek feedback from stakeholder committee members. 

Summary of Meeting: 

The meeting opened with brief introductions and an overview of study progress. It is now in the 

transition from understanding current conditions/priorities to identifying future changes. 

Complete Streets & Street Typologies 

Leif Garnass and Joni Giese (SRF) discussed the city’s ten-year history of Complete Streets 

guidance. The draft Comprehensive Plan, Active Transportation Plan, Sioux City Design Works 

report and Complete Streets Policy all indicate a desire for complete streets features. While 

interest has been consistent, the specific locations where bicycle and pedestrian facilities are 

most desired have been changing over time. It was suggested that street typologies be 

developed and then assigned to specific streets in downtown in order to create continuous 

various modal networks in that meet specific modal circulation needs while also complementing 

other modal networks. 

A high-level overview was provided of the draft street typology categories and definitions that 

were distributed before the meeting. A representative street typology map was shared to further 

clarify how typologies could potentially be used in Sioux City.  A draft map of downtown 

destinations was shown with an inquiry whether any key downtown destinations were missing; 

Ragen Cote (Downtown Partners) will provide this data for the team to incorporate into the 

evaluation. Another draft map of pedestrian and bicycle downtown portals was shared with an 

inquiry whether the portals accurately reflected existing conditions.  
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Skywalk and Bicycle Networks 

Marty Shukert (RDG) had spent time exploring downtown skywalk and bicycle facilities. He 

reported on the strengths and weaknesses he observed. Overall, the assessment is the skywalk 

system was safe, well-maintained, and effective at serving principal destinations. There are 

some interior maintenance problems, but on his visit, he saw nothing alarming from a structural 

point of view. More detailed observations are contained in the PowerPoint slides. 

The primary userbase for the bicycle network is likely to be traveling from trail to trail. Therefore, 

the study will look at options for east-west and north-south connections between the trails and 

out of downtown. The hills are obstacles, but the increasingly popular e-bike technology does 

have an equalizing effect. The current lack of bike facilities should be viewed as an opportunity 

cost. The study team will review what the traffic data shows relative to bicycle counts. 

Stakeholder Input 

The committee members were asked for their input throughout the meeting. Their comments 

and questions are summarized below: 

• The stakeholder committee confirmed that the creation of a typology should be part of 

the study. Typology should be expanded to further detail the design components that 

can be included for each typology. 

• Ann Brodersen asked how many cyclists currently use downtown streets. Bob DeSmidt 

answered that SIMPCO has done some trail counts, but not street counts. He pointed out 

that many cyclists, especially families, avoid downtown because the streets are bike-

unfriendly. He remarked that looking at the racks at certain locations, like the public 

library, shows that people do use bicycles to get downtown.  

• Riverside Boulevard will be restriped with bike lanes when its reconstruction is complete.  

• The topography is a challenge for bicycles and pedestrians, especially in the eastern half 

north of 5th Street. This has led in the past to different streets taking on different roles, 

such as 4th Street being a priority for bicycles. 

• Dave Carney said that taking out parking or traffic lanes is not well-tolerated in Sioux City 

as increasing delays for drivers is a negative. The pedestrian-friendly features on 4th 

Street were developed more by accident than by intention. There are few opportunities 

for good bike/ped connections on north-south streets; however, bump-outs for 

pedestrians are a maintenance issue for city staff. 

• Erin Berzina suggested adding the Career Academy to the map of destinations. It 

generates bus traffic and skywalk activity. 

• Ragen Cote suggested that residential developments be added to the map as there are 

significant residential generators in downtown. 

• Ann Brodersen reminded the team about the Century II housing development between 

5th and 6th Street as it is affordable housing for seniors and people with disabilities.  

• Bob DeSmidt said that significant residential development was just getting started. Also, 

when trains are passing through downtown, it can create gridlock.  

• Bob DeSmidt had suggestions to make to the map of portals to downtown. While bike 

facilities on Virginia Street go under I-29 and into the park, there are no bicycle facilities 
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that extend beyond Dace Avenue into downtown. Also, portions of Chris Larsen Park 

Road are now permanently closed to cars. That will cut down traffic in the eastern 

portion of the park. 

• Bob DeSmidt offered an update to the map of bicycle connections. Along Wesley 

Parkway, there is a sidewalk connection on the Wesley Parkway providing a connection 

between 3rd Street and Chris Larsen Park. It was just redone in the last year. Also there 

is a trail-width sidewalk along Pierce Street and cyclists do use it. This is technically in 

violation as Sioux City ordinance prohibits riding bikes on sidewalks downtown. 

• Dakin Schultz stated Gordon Drive Viaduct reconstruction is currently in the planning 

study phase and final pedestrian and/or bicycle facilities have not been determined.  

• When asked for streets where on-street parking cannot be removed, committee 

members listed: 

o Likely opposition from the Federal Court House on 6th Street 

o City Hall (east side of street) because it generates many short visits 

o The DHS location 

o The Promenade area 

o Schools between Nebraska and Jackson 

• Erin Berzina stressed that she did not want to say parking categorically could not be 

removed. She personally favors adding more bike and pedestrian elements. 

• Ragen Cote suggested looking at ParkMobile that may provide information on parking 

utilization. 

• Bob DeSmidt remarked that SIMPCO’s 2017 parking study had shown many blocks at 

the edge of downtown where people never/rarely park. 

• Bob DeSmidt reported that cyclists naturally avoid 6th Street east of Pierce and 

Nebraska due to a very steep hill. He rides primarily on 3rd and 4th Streets because they 

are relatively flat. 

• There is a trail behind the Nylen Cancer Center, but in the last couple of blocks it 

becomes curved and narrow. If that trail were straightened and continued through the 

eastern part of downtown, cyclists would use it often. 

• Bob DeSmidt said that there was a significant amount of pedestrian traffic over Veterans 

Way Bridge. He thinks it is primarily lower-income people without cars.  

• Bob DeSmidt commented that snow removal might be a factor to consider in the study. 

Currently, Sioux City stores snow in the middle of the street, which significantly affects 

traffic flow for parts of the winter.  

• The reason that the skywalk system does not have external wayfinding signage is that 

Downtown Partners bought signs, but then discovered that they swing on their brackets 

in windy conditions, against city ordinance. The locations are marked, the property 

owners approve, and the signs are waiting in Ragen’s office.  

• It has been suggested that the blank skywalk walls be painted different colors so that 

people calling with an emergency can tell the dispatcher which section they are in.  

• Any concerns with expanding or reducing the skywalk system would be cost concerns. 

With removal, it would be the cost to remove. Property owners pay into this system, so to 
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tell them their money would be going to remove their skywalk would be difficult. With 

expansion, the concern would be the cost of ongoing maintenance.  

• The cost of maintenance is the reason that there are areas in need of repair in the 

current skywalk system.  

SRF and RDG Responses 

SRF staff told the group that Minneapolis saw a substantial increase in cycling, including year-

round commutes, after it invested in bicycle infrastructure. Key is thinking about the long-term 

vision for downtown and making sure investments are consistent with it. In a cautionary tale, a 

previous client had invested in pedestrian bump-outs but ended up having to shave off the 

bump-outs to add bicycle facilities. 

SRF agreed that if there are significant residential traffic generators; they should be included.  

Regarding cyclists using sidewalks, Marty Shukert suggested thinking about dual-use sidewalks 

where there is enough width. Dave Carney explained that this could be problematic because of 

the side slope on downtown sidewalks. In order to meet ADA requirements, part of the sidewalk 

is regraded to be maximum 2%. That makes the rest of the sidewalk very steep, as much as 7-

8%. Need to also review city ordinances regarding bicycles on sidewalks. 

Next Steps: 

The next steps of the plan include documenting the information collected, initiating community 

engagement, and working to refine and apply the street typology. The next stakeholder 

committee meeting will likely be in late January 2021. 

Action Items: 

Actions Needed Responsibility 

Begin community engagement Consulting team and SIMPCO 

Develop & confirm street typology Consulting team 

Conduct traffic operations review Consulting team 
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Agenda

▪ Introductions

▪ What we have found?

▪ Where do we see future changes?

▪ Review & Confirm Downtown 
Transportation System Goals

▪ Meeting Recap & Next Steps
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Land Use Changes
Network Improvements
• Streets
• Sidewalks
• Skywalks
• Trails

SOLUTIONS/ 
IMPLEMENTATION

Modes
• Autos
• Commercial Vehicles
• Transit
• Bicycles
• Pedestrians/Walkers
Functions to Consider
• Regional Connectivity
• Subarea Connectivity
• Adjacent Property Access:

− Commercial
− Residential

Purpose
• Commute/Work Trips
• Recreational Trips
• Goods Movement
• Services Trips

• Between Modes
• Across Functions
• Trip Purpose Served
• Design Guidelines Relative to 

ROW

For Each Applicable Mode Consider
• Enhanced Connectivity
• Access Management
• New Facilities
• Separate / Integrated Modes
Evaluation Measures
• Traffic Operations
• Safety
• Adjacent Impacts
• Local Support
• Cost
Implementation Plan
• Multimodal 
• Supports Priority Functions 
• Within Available Budget

WHAT IS 
THE 

FUTURE?

WHERE 
ARE WE 
TODAY?

DETAIL 
CONFLICTS

We are here!

Key Study Elements
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Complete Streets Steps
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Guiding Documents
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Complete Streets Policy
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Common Theme: Complete Streets
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"The street system of Sioux City is proposed to create an 
organized system of transportation, not just for the automobile 

but for bicycles and pedestrians as well.”  
Sioux City Design Works
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“Several thoroughfares would benefit by enhancing their 
respective pedestrian and bicyclist amenities. This is especially 
true in the urban core, as residents highlighted a desire for new 

commercial retail and restaurant opportunities within the 
Downtown. Incorporating design elements such as traffic-
calming techniques, dedicated bicycle lanes, and sidewalks 

appropriate for all users will help encourage the necessary foot 
traffic to support businesses and create a more vibrant area.” 

Draft Comprehensive Plan

Common Theme: Complete Streets
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A “Complete Street” is a roadway that is designed to be safe for 
all users of the transportation network, including motorists, 

transit riders, bicyclists and pedestrians
Draft Comprehensive Plan

“Sioux City should remain dedicated to the creation of 
Complete Streets”

Common Theme: Complete Streets
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The complete Streets Policy promotes the incorporation of safe 
and accessible use of Sioux City’s transportation Infrastructure 
for all users. The various uses may include pedestrian, bicycle, 

public transportation, cars and trucks.
Sioux City Complete Streets Policy

Common Theme: Complete Streets
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The City has a number of transportation networks which are 
designated for specific uses. These networks include the road 
system, the trail system, and the sidewalk system. Complete 

Streets will provide consideration for how these systems 
function together and are supportive of the others.

Sioux City Complete Streets Policy

Common Theme: Complete Streets
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Street Typologies (Sioux City Design Works)
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Complete Streets Input Sources

Downtown Street Vibrancy (Pedestrians and Bicyclists)

• Where do they want to go? 
• Destinations

• Can they get to destinations in a safe, comfortable and convenient manner? 
• Adequate space

• Free of all barriers

• Part of an interconnected network

• Who is being served?

Support vehicular movement without it dominating the street
• Purpose of the trip? (parcel access or through movement)

• What type of vehicle is being served?

• How many vehicles are being served?

DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY



Street Typology Input Sources
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Comp Plan Improvements

Active Transportation Plan Network

Transit Routes

Higher Ped Use

Functional Classification

DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY

• While all streets can accommodate all 

modes at a base level, every street cannot 

be everything for everybody

• Assign a roles to the street (Typology)

• Supplement past work with:
• Traffic operations

• Crash analysis

• Conditions analysis



Rochester, MN – Typology Application Example
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Street Typology: Potential Approach
Street Typology Travel Modes / Roadway Uses

Pedestrian Bicycle Vehicle (Auto and Truck) On-Street Parking Transit (as applicable)

Complete Street –

Pedestrian Emphasis

Primary Mode Served

Street space allocation give preference to 

pedestrian space (i.e. Generous sidewalks, 

streetscaping, street furniture, enhanced 

intersection crossing conditions). Priority for 

ADA transition.

Share travel lanes with cars (will likely only be used 

by confident bicyclists).

Primarily for adjacent parcel access. 

Not intended for downtown though traffic.

Narrower lane width is acceptable.

Prohibit on-street parking near intersection.

Need to consider how to accommodate deliveries.

Can reinforce pedestrian buffer from 

roadway and business access.  May be 

eliminated if right-of-way space is limited.

Provide appropriate transit stop facilities (i.e. 

benches, signage, sidewalks to curb, lighting) 

to support safe and comfortable transit access.

Complete Street –

Bicycle Emphasis

Sidewalks on both sides of street that meet 

minimum design standards.

Primary Mode Served

Street will contain a designated on-street bicycle 

facility to support bicyclists of all abilities.   Facility 

type will vary based on street traffic volumes and 

adjacent uses (i.e. protected bike lanes, buffered bike 

lanes, bike lanes, sharrows) Higher volume roadways 

will provide enhanced protection and separation for 

bicycle facilities.

Primarily for adjacent parcel access. 

Not intended for downtown though traffic.

Narrower lane width is acceptable.

On-street parking – Need to balance with bike use..

Need to consider how to accommodate deliveries.

Can provide separation/buffer between 

bicycles and vehicle travel lanes. May be 

eliminated if right-of-way space is limited.

Provide appropriate transit stop facilities (i.e. 

benches, signage, sidewalks to curb, lighting) 

to support safe and comfortable transit access.

Special consideration needed to ensure safe 

interaction between transit buses and 

designated bike facility.

Complete Street –

Pedestrian and 

Bicycle Emphasis

1 of 2 Primary Modes Served

Street space allocation give preference to 

pedestrian space (i.e. wider sidewalks, 

streetscaping, street furniture, enhanced 

intersection crossing conditions). Priority for 

ADA transition.

1 of 2 Primary Modes Served

Street will contain a designated on-street bicycle 

facility to support bicyclists (all abilities if possible).   

Facility type will vary based on street traffic volumes, 

adjacent uses, and available space (i.e. protected bike 

lanes, buffered bike lanes, bike lanes, sharrows) On 

higher volume roadways it is preferable to provide 

enhanced protection and separation for bicycle 

facilities.

Primarily for adjacent parcel access. 

Not intended for downtown though traffic.

Narrower lane width is acceptable.

Prohibit on-street parking near intersection.

Need to consider how to accommodate deliveries.

Can provide separation/buffer between 

bicycles/pedestrians and vehicle travel 

lanes. May be eliminated if right-of-way 

space is limited.

Provide appropriate transit stop facilities (i.e. 

benches, signage, sidewalks to curb, lighting) 

to support safe and comfortable transit access.

Special consideration needed to ensure safe 

interaction between transit buses and 

designated bike facility.

Complete Street –

Vehicular Emphasis

Sidewalks on both sides of street that meet 

minimum design standards.
Share travel lanes with cars (will likely only be used 

by confident bicyclists).

Primary Mode Served

Supports higher traffic volumes for through movement 

of people and goods.  Higher truck volumes are 

expected.  

Can reinforce pedestrian buffer from 

roadway and business access.  May be 

eliminated if right-of-way space is limited.

Provide appropriate transit stop facilities (i.e. 

benches, signage, sidewalks to curb, lighting) 

to support safe and comfortable transit access.

Standard Complete 

Street

Sidewalks on both sides of street that meet 

minimum design standards.

Share travel lanes with cars (will likely only be used 

by confident bicyclists).

Supports both parcel access and through movement at 

appropriate speed to support comfortable and safe on-

street bicycle and pedestrian travel, and deliveries.

Can reinforce pedestrian buffer from 

roadway and business access.  May be 

eliminated if right-of-way space is limited.

Provide appropriate transit stop facilities (i.e. 

benches, signage, sidewalks to curb, lighting) 

to support safe and comfortable transit access.

DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY
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Downtown Destinations 
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Access Portals
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▪ Are there streets in downtown where it would be acceptable to REDUCE 
the number of lanes?

▪ Are there locations in downtown where on-street parking CANNOT be 
removed from at least one side of the street?

▪ Are there streets in downtown where you think bikes should be discouraged 
(not restricted, but discouraged)?

▪ Is transit a priority that would define the PRIMARY purpose of a street in 
downtown?
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Stakeholder Committee Input
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JANUARY 15, 2020

DART ON-CALL PLANNING CONSULTING SERVICES

Existing Skywalk Network



MLK/OEB/Library Area

Complicated path from parking space to 

skywalk entrance

Blank wall opportunity

Poor wayfinding at 

node

Unclear arrival at destination buildingClear map

Street orientation issues

Poor marking of skywalk access point Am I lost?

DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY



MLK/OEB/Library Area

Pierce Street Bridge 

to Library

COVID-locked library 

entrance

Connection from OEB to MLK Parking

Generous node

Terminal at bank level, little orientation

Poor marking of skywalk access point

Am I lost?

Unclear direction



Four Corners/River Landing Area

5th Street Bridge to 

Central Bank

Blank, disorienting 

“Kafkaesque” corridor

Blank corridor

Major crossroads with security desk

Lobby at River Landing 

garage

Hom (Pierce St) Skywalk

Potential west connection 

through garage

Hom showroom access Adjacent construction 

project with future access

Redevelopment site with possible 

north link to 6th Street

Connection opportunity Locked access

DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY



Four Corners/Ho-Chunk/Museum Area

Potential redevelopment 

site

Major crossroads with security desk

Nebraska St bridge to 

Ho-Chunk. Water 

damage

4th Street Skywalk Ambiguous upper lobby (private or public)

Street entry without 

skywalk marking

Confusing wayfinding Blank corridor

Unattractive entrance to 

main node

Ho-Chunk arrival 

sequence
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Four Corners/Ho-Chunk/Museum Area

Node with information at 

Educ Center

Ho-Chunk Centre

Lack of cues at key 

juncture

4th Street Skywalk to 

Educational Center

Blank wall entering 

City Museum

Museum skywalk level 

corridor

Ho-Chunk Plaza Entrance

Blank corridor

Closed Badgerow Entrance

Dramatic museum 

view

Art in “Museum Leg”

DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY



Med Center/Convention Center Area

Exit from Educ Center

Misdirection through level 

change at Heritage Ramp
Skywalk on edge of 

Heritage Ramp

Medical center elevators

View to Heritage Ramp

Tripping hazard on 

connection route

Confusing wayfinding @ 

hotel

Uncomfortable path to 

parking ramp

Difficult to read directions

Hotel skywalk entrance

Convention Center 

skywalk entrance

Convention Center 

skywalk

Interior of CC skywalk

Marriott interior 

connection to convention 

center and 4th Street 

District



Condition Issues

V

Areas with visible repair needs, 

perception of poor care. 

Generally only includes:

- Ceiling water leaks

- Missing panels

- Broken or fallen wall plaster

- Various brands of signage
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Common Themes/Issues

• Generally good interior maintenance

• Serves many key destinations

• Dead areas and blank walls – opportunities

• Wayfinding issues
• Inconsistent – different locations and media

• Confusing

• Orientation issues in many areas

• Problems in parking ramps, especially Heritage

• Good system map

• Street entrances are generally not marked

• Inconsistent paths from street to skywalks

• Opportunities for extension to redevelopment areas

• Fairly minor exterior issues at first look

• Nodes and key points should be developed further

• Relatively poor connections to adjacent buildings

DOWNTOWN TRANSPORTATION STUDY



Bicycle Options
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▪ Are there parts of the skywalk network that could be removed due to lack of use?

▪ Are there developments that should be connected to the skywalk system?
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Stakeholder Committee Input
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Review & Confirm Downtown Transportation System Goals

Guiding Goal:

Conduct a comprehensive study for the safe and efficient movement of people, 
transit, bicycles, vehicles, and other means of transport across Downtown.

Key Objectives:

1. Identify traffic flow and parking impacts of a converting 5th and 6th Street to 
two-way streets in Downtown. Develop recommendations to address impacts.

2. Evaluate the skywalk system and make recommendations for improvements with 
the goal to increase pedestrian use of the skywalks and enhance the downtown 
environment to attract and support new capital investment.

3. Analyze the pedestrian and bicycle network of Downtown and make recommendations 
for improvements and connections. 
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▪ Recap action items from our discussion today

▪ Next steps:
─ Document what we know & where we see 

future changes

─ Initiate engagement with community & present 
downtown transportation system goals

─ Begin development & screening of alternatives

─ Stakeholder Committee Meeting: Late January of 2021
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Meeting Recap & Next Steps
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Thank You!


